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Techdirt: The Popehat Signal Goes Out Against Suburban
Express  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC

[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  3 points 8 days ago*

If you look at Yelp, Katherine C. says she has been
consistently harassed and is going to sue. If Dennis sues
Chris, I am sure he is going to sue. Seems like Dennis
will soon have his hands full with suits, and for Dennis,
this costs him time, money, and riders (due to media
coverage). The ball is in his court. And to think, had he
just kept his mouth shut, none of this would have ever
happened.
All of the time and money he is putting into attorneys
appears to be getting him nowhere. Lets not kid
ourselves, Dennis getting the dismissal with prejudice
vacated to just a dismissal means nothing. It's a little
mental victory for him after having buyers remorse. He
has not won a single thing. Absolutely nothing. The only
thing he won is a $5000-$10000 bill from his attorney.
Sounds more like a literal financial loss for Suburban.
It's like Dennis is paying to lose customers.
permalink context full comments (9)

Advice thread for the incoming freshman.  by help2004 in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  5 points 8 days ago

Stay away from Suburban Express.
permalink context full comments (8)

Some of the current most popular baby names include Jayden, Aiden, Caden, Braydon, and Hayden.  by
OMGGGEEEE in funny

[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 9 days ago

rrrrrrrreally?
permalink context full comments (1793)

My friend received this note while delivering pizzas [OC]  by ajtothe in funny
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 9 days ago

Take the money, keep the pizza, and run like all high hell!
permalink context full comments (1113)

Techdirt: The Popehat Signal Goes Out Against Suburban Express  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  11 points 9 days ago

I feel like there should be a Suburban Express tongue twister.
Shitty Suburban Shuttle Service Senselessly Sues Several Students Studying at School.
permalink context full comments (9)

bike ride  by expiredtofu in funny
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 9 days ago
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That is hilariously amazing.
permalink context full comments (202)

Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice  by mattkickbox in funny
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  9 points 9 days ago

I must say, her new look is quite grotesque.
permalink context full comments (364)

Paxton Record: Judge grants motion to allow Suburban Express cases to be refiled  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  3 points 10 days ago

Something to note. Dennis is back in another thread:
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1jaw2l/the_popehat_signal_suburban_express_doubles_down/cbd96nd

permalink context full comments (6)

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  7 points 10 days ago*

Ok Dennis,
I notice on Popehat.com, you mention that Katherine-C and Mr. Mulreed are the only libel cases, the
rest are "fraud". Care to comment about how you threatened the Reddit moderator with a libel suit and
filed a complaint against Jeremy with a "disruptive behavior" suit?
You also say on Popehat.com that "We want to keep our options open on the more egregious cases of
fraud and theft." Are you insinuating that Katherine-C and Jeremy are thieves and or have commited
fraud since they were part of your 21 cases to vacate the dismissal with prejudice? If I'm not mistaken,
that is libel.
...this is especially interesting given you are threatening to sue Mr. Mulreed for saying "scumbag and a
crook" as highlighted in the draft of your complaint against him. It appears as though you are calling
Jeremy a crook.
Added: Regardless of whether you comment, your business is going down the tube. I'm sure this
upcoming school year students are going to rally against Suburban Express. I have never seen anyone,
ANYONE, dig themselves a hole like you have. As educated as you are, you are the dumbest person I
have ever encountered. I for one will make it a priority to inform everyone I know on campus to stay
away from Suburban Express. I have seen the flyers you put in classrooms, I will mark every single
one with a warning to STAY AWAY. Hell, I will even write on the chalk boards. I have a feeling that this
is far from over.
permalink context full comments (27)

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  12 points 10 days ago*

We went over some of them in my Advanced Topics in Litigation and Dispute Resolution class.There are
other lawsuits where a bus never showed up, a rider cancelled the payment (since the bus never
showed up), and Suburban Express sued for a "dishonored payment". Then another where a student
was sued for "disruptive behavior" when a verbally abusive bus driver criticized him publicly for not
understanding English. These two are only a snapshot.
permalink context full comments (27)

Reporting Suburban Throwaways  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 12 days ago

Dennis is now using /u/bromley14 as he posted here:
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1j4lgj/how_long_does_it_usually_take_from_ohare_to/cbc2u5u
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permalink context full comments (1)

How long does it usually take from O'Hare to Champaign?  by sleephe in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 12 days ago

You mean "Jeremy"? Ha, no, but I am someone who has been following your posts, Dennis. We will see
how long Suburban Express lasts.
permalink context full comments (20)

How long does it usually take from O'Hare to Champaign?  by sleephe in UIUC
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  4 points 14 days ago*

All I can say is that Peoria Charter is relatively much much shorter (and wayyyyyy cheaper!) than
Suburban Express when taking lawsuit travel into account. When compared with other bus companies
that provide a similar service, Suburban Express is more likely to sue you in Ford County which will
require:
1) The initial 3 hours from Champaign to Chicago.
2) Another 2.5 hours from Chicago to Ford County (with your own vehicle).
3) Between 1-2 hours at the Ford County Courthouse
4) Then yet another 2.5 hours back from Ford County to Chicago (once again, with your own vehicle).
This totals between 9-10 hours plus gas money and a bill of potentially $100+. Peoria Charter is
definitely the better choice.
permalink context full comments (20)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did [S] 24 points 18 days ago*

Sure.
Firstly, IF YOU ARE A FRESHMAN, THIS IS A WARNING...STAY AWAY FROM (DON'T RIDE OR
ASSOCIATE WITH) SUBURBAN EXPRESS!!!!!
Suburban Express last April attempted to sue 125 students, most of which were from the University of
Illinois. Many of these lawsuits included students who got charged a "fine" of between $100-$500 for
accidentally using their return ticket instead of original ticket, getting on/off at the wrong stop,
"disruptive behavior", and other predatory "violations". Furthermore, Suburban Express attempted to
sue the students in Ford County, 40+ miles away from the University of Illinois so that the University's
Student Legal Services could not defend students.
When news got word of this, Dennis, the President of Suburban Express, tried to silence those
speaking out, including the UIUC Reddit Moderator to whom Dennis had his lawyer send a threatening
letter. Recently, this same lawyer (a different lawyer than George Bellas) sent ANOTHER letter. You
can see ALL of the articles here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Suburban_Express#Links_related_to_Controversy
Some of the editorials include the Chicago Tribune, Daily Illini, ArsTechnica, ABA Journal, and others.
Due to the negative publicity, Dennis decided to "dismiss" the lawsuits with prejudice to avoid further
negative publicity. Dismissing a case with "prejudice" means it CANNOT be refiled....but there is a
loophole.
Within the 30 day limitation, Dennis filed to vacate the "dismissals with prejudice" to just plan
"dismissals" (while school was out of session) in an attempt to reinstate 20+ of the lawsuits. July 30th
1:30pm at the Ford County Courthouse is the date/location of this hearing. If this motion is granted,
Dennis is allowed to reinstate the lawsuits against students.
This comes after Dennis told MANY editorials that he intended to drop all lawsuits as seen here and
here. In other words, Dennis lied.....again.
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Dennis has also been known to purportedly troll Reddit and threaten students who speak out against
him calling them "virgins and compulsive masturbators". Furthermore, Dennis has made pages to
harass those who speak out against his company. Both can be seen here
For more info, look at the top of /r/UIUC subreddit. You can see the, "Don't ride Suburban Express!
They've sued hundreds of their customers, threatened the mods with legal action, have terrible
reviews, and more." as a warning.
permalink context full comments (31)

Rick finally got a taste of his own medicine.  by icybreadpeople in funny
[–] Oh-Yes-He-Did  1 point 18 days ago

Omg.....
permalink context full comments (1109)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+
lawsuits to be reinstated: July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  (self.UIUC)

submitted 18 days ago* by Oh-Yes-He-Did  to UIUC
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